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This template for the 4th International Marangoni Association Conference (IMA4) shall be used in
the preparation work of the abstract when using MS Word. The total length of the abstract for IMA4 is
1 page A4 size including figure/figures. The max. length of the extended abstract for Experimental
Benchmark is 2 pages A4 size. The authors are encouraged to provide color images. The total number
of words will be about 400 depending on the figure option and the figure size.
The format and typesetting of this abstract is listed below:
1.Paper size is A4 with text width and height of 160 and 247 mm, respectively.
2.Font to be used is 'Times New Roman' with justified side alignments and the font sizes are:
- Title 16pt, author list 12pt, affiliation list 9pt, abstract text 11pt.
3.No page numbering is used.
4.The title should be in bold and the presenting author should be underlined.
5.Author affiliation is done with footnotes with the number format "1), 2)…"
6.References are done with footnotes with the number format "[1], [2]…". Family name and first
name of the author should be used. The journal name is in italic.
Make sure that the labels and all other text in the figure/figures have readable and comfortable font
size, i.e. not smaller than 9pt.
Abstract must be submitted by an e-mail to ima4.tus@gmail.com with following information by
July 31st 2008.
The subject title of the e-mail should be:
Subject: [ima4] extended abst. submission by *** (<-first author's name)

time

<information to submit extended abstract>
Title:
Author(s):
Affiliation(s):
Session: 'General' or 'Experimental Benchmark' or 'Poster'

(a) Numerical simulation

(b) Experiment

Fig. 1 Standing-wave oscillatory flow in thermocapillary convection of liquid bridge
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